
Doni
®

Task Seating
celebrating color and comfort



Poly color options and custom 

colors create organizational 

branding opportunities for 

universities, corporations, and 

sports teams.

17 degrees of backrest articulation 

provides active movement 

throughout the day.

ChangeUp tablet arm has a large 

worksurface to keep materials 

accessible: W21" x D13.25".
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Learn more about
D-oni Task Seating

Printed on FSC® certified paper, 
using only vegetable-based inks, 

including metallics. Please recycle.

D-oni lets designers imagine the 

possibilities with a fresh palette of 

energizing brights, sophisticated 

neutrals, two-tone colors and 

unlimited custom color possibilities.

With 17 degrees of hip-articulation 

and body-conforming curves, D-oni 

provides optimal comfort.

Innovative ChangeUp™ tablet arm 

provides an accessible work surface 

to D-oni task chairs. ChangeUp is 

a large flip/fold tablet that pivots 

45 degrees for ease of ingress and 

egress in a compact footprint.

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

15-year warranty.

Create your own virtual spec with our See 

It Spec It program at ki.com/seeitspecit.

Armless: W27.5  D27.5  H33.25 to 38.25 

With Arms: W27.5  D27.5  H33.25 to 38.25

With ChangeUp: W29  D33.5 to 38 

 H33.25 to 38.25

Seat: W19.25  D18.75  H17.5 to 22.5 

 (add 1" with upholstery)

Armless: W27.5  D27.5  H38.25 to 48.5 

With Arms: W27.5  D27.5  H38.25 to 48.5

Seat: W19.25  D18.75  H22.5 to 32.75 

 (add 1" with upholstery)

Specifications

Simple-function task chairs and task 

stools in solid or two-tone poly, optional 

upholstered seat or upholstered seat 

and back, armless or with arms with 

aluminum, black or warm grey base.


